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Content

• AI, what it’s good at and where it fails

• The basics – how do AI systems work?

• How do we explain the decisions of these systems?

• Is any of this enough?
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on the march!
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Would you trust a machine?
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They often get decisions right…
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Then again…
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Who has ever clicked on the “you might like this” 
button? The systems underlying this, and other 
online advertising, are only so good…
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Jolly fun, but this also has more serious implications
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Explanation

https://www.eff.org/press/releases/eff-asks-court-can-prosecutors-hide-behind-trade-secret-privilege-convict-you
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So how do we know when we’ve got a “good” AI 
system?
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Experts?
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That kind of defeats the point.

• If the predictions agree with the experts, what’s 
the point?

• If the predictions disagree with the experts, is the 
machine incompetent? Or is it spotting something 
humans can’t see?
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Wouldn’t it be great if the machine could answer…
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why?
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how?
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Back to basics…

So, how do these things work?
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Features
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Numbers
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Numbers

21 39 10 52 13 81 …
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21 39 10 52 13 81 …
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21 39 10 52 13 81 …

?
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34 21 44 21 68 81 …

?
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34 21 44 21 68 81 …

?
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?
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ℓ = 𝛼0𝑥0+ 𝛼1𝑥1+ 𝛼2𝑥2+…
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Glosser.ca [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
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Okay, but…

where do these structures come from?
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Minimising cost:

given some training data (examples),

find the parameters that get it right 

most often (or some variation of this)
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BUT:

The machine will only minimise cost!

However it is defined.
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Machines are very good at finding shortcuts!
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A simulated robot was supposed to evolve to travel 
as quickly as possible… what happened?
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Lehman, Joel, et al. "The surprising creativity of digital evolution: A collection of 

anecdotes from the evolutionary computation and artificial life research 
communities." arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.03453 (2018).
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How to win at tic-tac-
toe: … “a five-in-a-row 
Tic Tac Toe competition 
played on an infinitely 
large board … It turned 
out that the algorithm’s 
strategy was to place its 
move very, very far away, 
so that when its 
opponent’s computer 
tried to simulate the new 
greatly-expanded board, 
the huge gameboard 
would cause it to run out 
of memory and crash, 
forfeiting the game.”

Lehman, Joel, et al. "The surprising creativity of digital 
evolution: A collection of anecdotes from the 
evolutionary computation and artificial life research 
communities." arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.03453 (2018).
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Automatic software repair: the AI system was 
challenged to fix a program that sorted a sequence 
of numbers into ascending order.

The “cost function” checked whether the numbers 
were correctly sorted, giving a higher score to 
programs producing better sorted sequences.

2 5 8 14 18     cost = 0

18 14 8 5 2     cost = 4

8 2 14 5 18     cost = 2

What shortcut did the AI take?



It simply deleted all the numbers.

An empty list is, by its very nature, sorted.
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So:

The learning process just looks for patterns… 
sometimes the patterns that are found are 
undesirable!
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How can we explain the model?

For the models we saw earlier, it’s fairly simple.

These are interpretable.
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So what’s the problem?
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Michael A. Nielsen, "Neural Networks and Deep Learning", 
Determination Press, 2015

https://blogs.sas.com/content/subconsciousmusings/
2017/05/18/stacked-ensemble-models-win-data-
science-competitions/
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Interpretability: you do understand it but it doesn’t 
work well.

Performance: you don’t understand it but it does 
work well.
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Combine interpretable models with non-
interpretable ones to get explanations
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=  explanation!
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=  ???
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Another way…
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?
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We repeat this many times; it becomes a search
problem where we try to find the smallest changes 
to the inputs that change the final classification 
(using the percentages to give some feedback, or 
rather direct the search)

Machines are also very good at this kind of task, and 
can try many millions of possibilities
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Is this really explaining how the algorithm made its 
decision?

Is it just a plausible explanation?
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What are we really looking for?

• Level of detail – ideally a continuum specified by the 
user as different people want different levels of depth

• Consistency of results

• Competency – show confidence as percentage

• How do you show that reliable sources have been used 
and that the data is credible?

Issues Affecting User Confidence in Explanation Systems. David A. Robb, Stefano 
Padilla, Thomas S. Methven, Yibo Liang, Pierre Le Bras, Tanya Howden, Azimeh
Gharavi, Mike J. Chantler, Ioannis Chalkiadakis (all at Heriot-Watt). RealX 2018 
Proceedings
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Summary

• We are really just scratching the surface of 
Explainable AI

• Striking a balance between good systems and 
explainable systems

• It might not be fully achievable!
• Some patterns the machine finds could genuinely be too 

hard to explain, at least intuitively

• Can be difficult for humans to understand their own 
decisions so what chance have machines got?
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Thanks!
• www.cs.stir.ac.uk/~sbr --- sbr@cs.stir.ac.uk

• Article on mining models to explain optimisation
Brownlee, A. E. I. Mining Markov Network Surrogates for Value Added 
Optimisation. GECCO Conference 2016. DOI:10.1145/2908961.2931711

• Some other relevant reading
• https://medium.freecodecamp.org/an-introduction-to-explainable-ai-and-why-

we-need-it-a326417dd000
• https://theconversation.com/people-dont-trust-ai-heres-how-we-can-change-

that-87129
• https://hackernoon.com/explainable-ai-wont-deliver-here-s-why-6738f54216be

• Lehman, Joel, et al. "The surprising creativity of digital evolution: A 
collection of anecdotes from the evolutionary computation and artificial 
life research communities." arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.03453 (2018)

• Automated bug fixing: https://theconversation.com/computers-will-
soon-be-able-to-fix-themselves-are-it-departments-for-the-chop-
85632 (link from my home page above)

• Next Lecture on 9th May: What comes next? Donald Smith
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